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The railway domain is regulated by rigorous safety standards to ensure that specific safety goals are met. 

Often, safety-critical systems rely on custom hardware-software components that are built from scratch to 

achieve specific functional and non-functional requirements. Instead, the (partial) usage of Commercial Off- 

The-Shelf (COTS) components is very attractive as it potentially allows reducing cost and time to market. 

Unfortunately, COTS components do not individually offer enough guarantees in terms of safety and secu- 

rity to be used in critical systems as they are. In such a context, RFI (Rete Ferroviaria Italiana), a major player 

in Europe for railway infrastructure management, aims at equipping track-side workers with COTS devices to 

remotely and safely interact with the existing interlocking system, drastically improving the performance of 

maintenance operations. This paper describes the first effort to update existing (embedded) railway systems 

to a more recent cyber-physical system paradigm. Our Remote Worker Dashboard (RWD) pairs the existing 

safe interlocking machinery alongside COTS mobile components, making cyber and physical components 

cooperate to provide the user with responsive, safe, and secure service. Specifically, the RWD is a SIL4 cyber- 

physical system to support maintenance of actuators and railways in which COTS mobile devices are safely 

used by track-side workers. The concept, development, implementation, verification, and validation activi- 

ties to build the RWD were carried out in compliance with the applicable CENELEC standards required by 

certification bodies to declare compliance with specific guidelines. 
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 INTRODUCTION 

ritical systems, whose (mis) behavior may lead to fatalities, severe injuries, or major damage
o the environment, must adhere to appropriate guidelines to ensure that specific non-functional
equirements are met [ 1 , 22 , 25 ]. In particular, their design and realization must provide safety
 1 ], avoiding catastrophic consequences on the user(s) and the environment , thus being able to mit-
gate, manage, and isolate potential failures. Several domains have strong and straightforward
afety implications, such as avionics, automotive, and railways. In these domains, components
nd systems are typically associated to a Safety Integrity Level ( SIL [ 2 , 7 ]), which identifies
oth qualitative and quantitative classes for the safety of the target component or system. In ad-
ition, attackers may craft and conduct malicious activities to harm those systems and generate
ascading (safety) issues. Examples include, but are not limited to, hijacking autonomous vehi-
les to remotely control braking [ 36 ], the infection of the Deutsche Bahn systems by the Wan-
aCry virus [ 38 ], and the multiple security issues in avionics that have been reported in sur-
eys [ 37 ]. Consequently, safety-critical systems also have to deal with security [ 26 , 45 , 46 ], as
hey are required to guarantee availability for authorized actions only, confidentiality, and integrity

 1 ]. 
The railway domain is based on embedded hardware-software systems that were built decades

go, and that are being maintained and updated along the evolution of the applicable stan-
ards as the European Rail Traffic Management System/European Train Control System
 ERTMS/ECTS , [ 24 , 27 ]). Indeed, recent technologies offer many additional opportunities to im-
rove control systems by remotely providing critical functionalities in a completely safe man-
er. Unfortunately, railway control systems are not generally willingly updated due to (i) the
eluctance of authorities and (ii) the cost and effort to design, develop, implement, verify, and
alidate a system that must comply with CENELEC [ 3 , 7 , 8 ] standards and has to be approved
y a certification body before installation and operation. Moreover, Commercial Off-The-Shelf

COTS) components that may meet specific needs at a cheaper price are usually designed with-
ut safety in mind, and therefore cannot be employed as they are. As a result, control systems in
he railway domain work properly and are maintained efficiently, but do not fully exploit novel
echnologies . 

RFI (Rete Ferroviaria Italiana) , the company which manages railway infrastructure in Italy,
as undergone a process to renew the current procedure to maintain rails, connected devices, and
ctuators. Maintenance activities are currently planned and coordinated via a Worker Dashboard
WD) , which is located in the central offices of train stations and requires track-side workers to
hysically move there whenever they initiate and conclude each maintenance action. The WD
hows the state of actuators (e.g., railway switches) and other devices in the station as a synoptic

iagram, often referred to as mimic panel . After physical access to the WD, track-side workers
hone the control room operators through a dedicated and protected phone line for any infor-
ation which is not available on such synoptic. Moreover, to block transit of trains in the track

egment or actuator to be maintained, the workers may need to move to a separate – albeit close
CM Transactions on Cyber-Physical Systems, Vol. 7, No. 4, Article 25. Publication date: October 2023. 
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o the WD – room which contains the key cabinet. This cabinet contains switch-lock keys for each
rea or actuator in the station, which have to be removed by track-side workers before starting
perations and re-inserted only when concluding maintenance. 
To improve and optimize such operations, RFI is promoting the usage of COTS tablets and

martphones to (i) eliminate the need to physically access the WD and the key cabinet to ac-
uire the physical token, (ii) provide remote access to the synoptic of the station to the track-side
orker, and (iii) reduce the need of phone calls with the control room operator. It is worth men-

ioning that such an update will dramatically improve the efficiency of maintenance operations,
inimize train delays and reduce workers’ movements – which indeed have to be tracked [ 34 ] -

etween the train station and railways, with positive impact on the personal safety of the workers
hemselves. 

To the best of our knowledge, this paper describes the first ongoing work that aims at updating
xisting (embedded) railway systems to a more recent cyber-physical system paradigm by using
on-customized COTS components. The contribution of the paper mostly revolves around bring-

ng mechanisms that are state-of-the-art for researchers into a real cyber-physical system that
as critical safety requirements. In fact, companies are usually reluctant to upgrade their critical
ystems, because even a small update may require massive time and money investment for concep-
ualizing, implementing, and producing all the necessary documentation for certifying the system
efore deployment in its final environment. 
As such, we introduce a SIL4 Remote Worker Dashboard (RWD) to support maintenance of

ailways, which connects and orchestrates physical components to provide the track-side worker
ith responsive, safe, and secure services, with clear economic benefits in the medium-long term
eriod. According to the CENELEC EN50126 [ 7 ] lifecycle, we describe Concept, System Defini-
ion, Hazard and Risk Analysis, System Architecture, and some details on implementation and
&V activities, focusing on mechanisms to guarantee safety and/or security. We also explain how
OTS mobile devices can be safely used in the RWD without customization, as it is instead com-
on practice in other railway systems [ 28 , 29 ], providing additional relevance and novelty of the

oncept and design of the RWD. 
The paper is organized as follows: related works and applicable standards are presented in Sec-

ion 2 , while an overview of railway maintenance and the current procedures is described in Sec-
ion 3 . Section 4 provides details about the system concept and architecture, Section 5 presents
he safety and security mechanism developed for the RWD system, while Section 6 elaborates on
he updated maintenance procedure. Section 7 elaborates on relevant Verification and Validation
ctivities, letting Section 8 to finally conclude the paper. 

 APPLICABLE STANDARDS AND RELATED WORKS 

.1 Safety Integrity Level 

he CENELEC standards represent landmarks for the development of programmable electronics
n the field of railway applications in Europe. Particularly, EN 50126 [ 7 ], EN 50128 [ 8 ], EN 50129
 21 ], and EN 50159 [ 3 ] specialize the general-purpose IEC61508 [ 2 ] for the railway domain: com-
liance with those standards guarantees a safe development of hardware-software systems for the
ailway domain. The likelihood that a system satisfactorily performs the required safety functions
s typically called safety integrity level [ 2 , 7 ]. When a product is developed using methods, tools,
nd techniques appropriate to a specific safety integrity, it is possible to claim that the product is a
afety Integrity Level “X” product [ 7 ]. In the railway domain [ 21 ], SILs range from SIL0 (no safety
onstraints exist), to SIL4, which is quantified as a probability of catastrophic failure lower than
0 −9 per hour and is the reference level for most railway systems. 
ACM Transactions on Cyber-Physical Systems, Vol. 7, No. 4, Article 25. Publication date: October 2023. 
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.2 COTS Components and Safety-Critical Systems 

ompanies, researchers, and practitioners usually aim at reducing time-to-market and costs related
o the development of the whole system. This may be achieved by adopting COTS hardware and
oftware components [ 22 , 23 , 25 ] that interact with custom safety-critical applications, operating
ystems, or hardware to provide the desired functionalities. However, COTS hardware, boards, and
omponents do not usually accomplish safety requirements and do not embed diagnosis strategies
 17 , 18 ] to timely identify unsafe states. Consequently, researchers and practitioners proposed
ultiple approaches based on wrappers [ 16 ], redundant hardware [ 15 , 19 ], or diverse software

 30 ], which can adequately manage COTS components in safety-critical systems. 

.3 Safety of Track-Side Workers 

he safety of track-side workers is obviously one of the main concerns [ 46 , 50 , 52 , 53 ] when plan-
ing maintenance activities in railways. However, “[. . . ] the continuing requirement for people
o go on to the track to place and remove red lamps and explosive detonators, as part of the ar-
angements for protecting engineering work on the railway”, is an issue that the UK Rail Accident
nvestigation Branch – among others – acknowledges since decades [ 48 ]. 

Consequently, different strategies were proposed throughout the years and in different coun-
ries to provide a safe environment for track-side workers that can be quickly set up and disassem-
led once maintenance is over. Most solutions rely on proposing ad-hoc wearable devices [ 28 , 47 ,
9 ] which went through rigorous risk assessment [ 51 ] processes before production. Each worker
s equipped with a device that rings or shakes to alert the worker whenever a train is expected
o pass by the area under maintenance. Noticeably, those systems need components installed in
eighboring areas that observe railways through radars, lidars, GPS, webcams, and oscillometers
o eventually trigger wearable devices. Wrapping up, wearable devices can enhance safety of track-
ide workers, but still require ad-hoc devices and the setup of train detectors in areas neighboring
he maintenance site, which still require time and effort to be installed. Differently, [ 54 ] proposes
he adoption of high-visibility clothing that allows workers to be visible to automatic object de-
ectors even with scarce or adverse lighting conditions. Such an approach proves to be effective
n building sites or docks, but it is not effective in railways as a train at cruising speed most likely
ill end up hitting the track-side worker due to the very long time it needs to stop. 
Despite the relevant body of research, to the best of our knowledge, no SIL4 railway system

ealizes part of its safety functions through COTS smartphones and tablets. Mobile devices are of-
en used in the railway domain, but always require ad-hoc development of safety-critical software
nd a rugged architecture [ 28 , 29 ]. Differently, this paper presents a new step for the research and
nnovation in the railway domain as it presents a SIL4 system that safely orchestrates unsafe COTS
omponents, without requiring any customization. 

 RAILWAY MAINTENANCE 

rack-side workers have multiple responsibilities and have to fulfill different tasks to support the
orrect provision of railway services. Most of their work is carried out inside the stations, where
he majority of physical actuators and almost all the software of railway ground systems (e.g.,
ailway switches, semaphores, and crossings) are located. Workers may need to request several
uthorizations to block trains passing by the areas under maintenance [ 14 ]. This section describes
he main actors involved in the maintenance of railways and the current procedure to conduct
ommon maintenance operations. 

.1 Maintenance of Railways 

talian railways are managed by RFI (Rete Ferroviaria Italiana) , which administers and main-
ains approximately 2,200 stations and a total of 16,723 km (10,391 mi) of active lines, 45% of which
CM Transactions on Cyber-Physical Systems, Vol. 7, No. 4, Article 25. Publication date: October 2023. 
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Fig. 1. Diagram of tracks, railways, and stations in Italy, highlighting a secondary line [ 44 ]. 
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ave double railway tracks [ 44 ]. The left of Figure 1 shows the current topology of the railway net-
ork, and allows identifying (i) stations, (ii) main lines, which have high traffic and good infras-

ructure quality, and (iii) secondary lines, which have less traffic and are responsible for connecting
edium or small regional centers. 
Maintaining such safety-critical and cyber-physical infrastructure poses mechanical and elec-

rical challenges, but also has to guarantee the personal safety of track-side workers, customers,
nd personnel on trains, trying to minimize delays due to maintenance operations. For instance,
he schedule of planned maintenance operations for a secondary line of approximately 200 km in
ength (e.g., see right of Figure 1 , length of 198 Km), or rather the 1.18% of the overall extension of
talian railways [ 44 ], usually allocates between 450 and 500 operations per month. In one month
f 2020, the following maintenance operations were planned, implemented, and decommissioned
n a line similar to (the exact line cannot be revealed due to non-disclosure constraints) the one
n Figure 1 : 

• Replacement (73/477, 15.3%), which aims at substituting, upgrading, or partially replacing
components that may be degrading or too old. 

• Periodic Inspection (134/477, 28.1%), which is planned periodically and aims at manually
inspecting actuators or railways to identify potential mechanical or electronic issues. 

• Reconditioning (65/477, 13.6%), or rather maintenance actions directed to restore a compo-
nent to its original state without replacing. 

• Generic Maintenance (92/477, 19.3%) and Generic Action (113/477, 23.7%) where no further
details were provided by the infrastructure manager RFI. 

All these 477 maintenance operations (i.e., 15.4 scheduled operations as daily average) require
isconnecting one or more actuators or physical components from the railway network, tem-
orarily preventing the transit of trains to guarantee personal safety of track-side workers. Con-
equently, reducing maintenance time does not only improve the throughput of those operations,
ut also – and more importantly - reduces potential delays due to train re-routing. 

It is worth mentioning that 67% of these operations were scheduled at night-time (i.e., between
1 pm and 6 am), where the railway network is usually subject to a very low to absent traffic. Such
ACM Transactions on Cyber-Physical Systems, Vol. 7, No. 4, Article 25. Publication date: October 2023. 
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Fig. 2. Synoptic including rails, their interconnections, and several actuators and physical components. 
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olicy allows conducting maintenance without impacting at all on train schedules. Additionally,
eriodic inspections and many generic maintenance operations are entirely carried out by visual
nspections, thus requiring minimal maintenance time. Regardless, there were approximately five
aily maintenance operations to be carried out in such secondary line during high-peak traffic
ours. Roughly, we can estimate around 600 maintenance operations to be carried out daily in
igh peak hours in the whole infrastructure of Italian railways, which clearly motivates the need
or an adequate support to optimize those operations. 

.2 Railway Stations, Synoptic and Track-Side Workers 

ailway stations are usually partitioned into areas representing track segments, connected compo-
ents, and actuators [ 14 ]. The state of those areas is usually depicted as a synoptic or mimic panel

see Figure 2 ), which reports on rails and components, labeled with numbers that are painted with
ifferent colors depending on their state. When an area, or an actuator, is under maintenance, its
tate is considered excluded, which is translated to temporarily disconnect a specific component
rom the railway network. Note that each area (e.g., “Zona IS” in Figure 2 ) is independent from the
thers: as a result, different actions can be simultaneously performed in two different neighbouring
reas. For example, the area “Zona IS 011” in the figure may be excluded, while the neighbouring
Zona IS 012” may allow transit of trains. 

Maintenance activities may be either planned or immediate, whenever facing unexpected issues.
n both cases, as described in [ 14 ], track-side workers (simply workers , for brevity in the remainder
f the paper) rely on the Worker Dashboard (WD) , which can be accessed only from the station
entral office with workers’ credentials. The WD enables workers to (i) observe the synoptic to
heck the state of actuators (e.g., rail switches can be “straight” or “diverging”), or (ii) see details
bout train routing. Moreover, they can also (iii) use the WD to send commands, which are usu-
lly directed to change the state of actuators to exclude areas and avoid train routing, allowing
orkers to safely reach specific areas of the station that need maintenance. For a detailed list of

equirements of the Italian WD, please refer to the directive [ 20 ]. 

.3 The Maintenance Procedure 

aintenance procedures in Italian stations follow a two-step process to authorize commands. First,
he worker asks for a given command using the WD; then, the command is forwarded to the
ontrol room of the station where the station manager authorizes or denies it. If this authorization
CM Transactions on Cyber-Physical Systems, Vol. 7, No. 4, Article 25. Publication date: October 2023. 
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Fig. 3. Schema of the current maintenance procedure [ 14 ]. 
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s granted, the worker may be asked to perform additional actions before starting maintenance.
or example, whenever a worker has to exclude an area of the station, he/she is required to go to
he WD, ask for the command, wait for the confirmation of the station manager, and, additionally,
emove a switch-lock key corresponding to the area involved in maintenance from a key cabinet
efore starting operations. 
As represented also in Figure 3 , once the worker gets to the premise of the WD and the key

abinet (a), he has to authenticate to the local security personnel, then he has to turn the switch-
ock key (b), call the station manager to confirm the maintenance operation (c), and turn the lock
ey again, removing it from the key cabinet (d). If the key corresponding to a given area is not
n the key cabinet, such area is excluded from the railway network. At this stage, all the required
uthorizations have been granted and therefore workers can (e) reach the area under mainte-
ance, and (f) perform the required actions. When the workers complete maintenance, they have to

g) go back to the key cabinet, (h) re-insert the key corresponding to the area and turn it on to match
he initial position. This action re-connects the area to the network, completing maintenance and
nabling trains to transit again in the area previously excluded. Finally, (i) workers can come back
o the central office and are ready to handle further actions. 

.4 Limitations of the Current Maintenance Procedure 

his procedure was adopted decades ago and still complies with the applicable railway standards,
ut there is room for innovation, mainly considering the following aspects: 

• Access to the WD for simple operations such as viewing the synoptic requires the workers
to physically move throughout the station between areas, actuators, and the central office
every time. 

• The central office may be physically far from the position of the workers and the main-
tenance site. This wastes workers time, since they have to move to get the required
authorization. 

• Time required for maintenance can be reduced, minimizing delays to train re-routing. 

 A REMOTE WORKER DASHBOARD 

o tackle the issues above and update maintenance of railways, RFI and its academic partner
efined a Remote Worker Dashboard (RWD) to be installed first in Italian stations and poten-
ially applicable to other stations worldwide. This section summarizes the main items of our
ork regarding phases 1-4 of the CENELEC EN50126 [ 7 ] lifecycle, namely Concept, System Def-

nition, Risk Analysis, and System Requirements. Those were cross-validated by a certification
ody that provided a SIL4-compliance certificate to CENELEC EN50126 lifecycle up to step 4
included). 
ACM Transactions on Cyber-Physical Systems, Vol. 7, No. 4, Article 25. Publication date: October 2023. 
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Fig. 4. Preliminary architecture of the RWD showing components and their inter-connections. 
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.1 System Concept and Motivation 

he RWD aims at updating the existing procedure and support systems by providing workers
ith a COTS tablet that displays the WD and allows a safe and secure interaction with the existing

IL4 interlocking systems when sending commands. RWD will allow workers to perform their
aily operations without the necessity to physically go to the central office to ask for and execute
ommands. The RWD has analogous functionalities of the WD and can remotely interact with
he existing interlocking machinery. Consequently, the RWD system as a whole has to conform to
IL4 [ 7 ] requirements. Since some of the components and communications are carried out in an
ncontrolled and potentially hostile environment, security threats shall be accounted, as they may
ave severe impact on safety properties. In other words, the RWD system has to be safe, and its
afety integrity should not be affected by possible security breaches or exploits of vulnerabilities. 

.2 System Definition 

unctional requirements that guide a precise definition of the system overlap with the require-
ents of the already existing WD [ 20 ]. At this phase, the CENELEC lifecycle requires devising a

reliminary system architecture that (i) serves as a baseline for the hazard analysis, and (ii) will
e updated to include mitigations to identified hazards to constitute the final system architecture.
Overall, our preliminary architecture specification of the RWD ended up identifying five com-

onents, namely WTB, GS, LWS, LS, and CBI, which are depicted in Figure 4 . The worker primarily
elies on a tablet (Worker Tablet, WTB), which they use to gather information such as the synoptic
nd to send commands to the Computer-based Interlocking (CBI) . To such extent, we employ a
ebserver (Local Webserver LWS ) specific for each station that exposes a web app to be accessed

rom the WTB through browsing. The worker can connect to the specific LWS through a Global
erver GS which works as a single and unified access point and re-routes the worker to the LWS
nstalled in the specific station they work in. Each LWS will execute commands asked by workers
hrough WTB; therefore, it will safely communicate with the existing SIL4 CBI. Interfacing LWS
nd CBI is quite complex: therefore, we plan a Local Server (LS) , disconnected from the Internet
ut able to bridge the connection between CBI and LWS and provide additional control routines
r support tasks e.g., check preconditions before applying commands. 

.3 Hazard and Risk Analysis 

Hazard Analysis Techniques. The preliminary architecture specification allows conducting
 preliminary hazard analysis (PHA) to identify and analyze hazards due to component fail-
res, human mistakes, or attackers willing to damage the system, leading either to availability
r safety issues. There are many different techniques for identifying criticalities and operability
roblems, ranging from Checklists , Fault Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) [ 6 ], Hazard and
CM Transactions on Cyber-Physical Systems, Vol. 7, No. 4, Article 25. Publication date: October 2023. 
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perability study (HAZOP) [ 5 , 51 ] and Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) . All these methods output
 hazard log, or rather a list of potential threats to the system. 

Likelihood, Severity, and Risk. Regardless of the domain of interest, each item of the haz-
rd log needs to be assigned to qualitative levels of likelihood and severity that help build the risk
unction. The standard CENELEC EN50126 [ 7 ] lists severities from best to worst as Insignificant,

arginal, Critical , and Catastrophic , to be combined with Frequent, Probable, Occasional, Rare, Im-

robable , and Highly Improbable likelihoods. Each possible couple of < severity, likelihood > is as-
igned in the standard [ 7 ] to a risk, which may be Negligible, Tolerable, Undesirable , or Intolerable .
he resulting risk for each hazard drives the need to identify a mitigation that may (slightly) mod-

fy the system architecture and usually aim either at decreasing likelihood or at reducing severity
o lower risk associated to hazards. As a result, the identification of mitigations to hazards con-
ributes to building the final system architecture. At this stage, the PHA has to be updated to match
he final system architecture, building the final Hazard Analysis (HA) . 

Hazard Analysis of the RWD. The industrial partner and the consultant set up hazard meet-
ngs to identify potential threats to the system through brainstorming, checklists, and more impor-
antly by systematically applying the HAZOP [ 5 ] methodology. For each critical function of the
WD system, e.g., “worker requests a command”, the HAZOP methodology demands applying the

ollowing keywords: 

• Not , or rather: what happens if the function is NOT executed? 
• More/Less: what happens if the function is repeated MORE/LESS times than expected ? 

• Part Of: what happens if the function is only partially executed? 
• Early/Late: what happens if the function is executed EARLIER/LATER than expected? 
• Other Than , which points to execution of the function by means OTHER THAN expected,

or with specific environmental conditions, that do not cover other options above. 

As a result, potential hazards are identified in a structured way. In addition, we devise the root
ause and consequences of each hazard, as well as likelihood, impact, and risk according to the
ategories above, and an explanation about why the residual risk is acceptable, or mitigations to
e applied to make the risk tolerable. 
Table 1 shows an extract of the Hazard and Risk Analysis of the RWD system. 1 The table reports

ve hazards related to different functionalities: H1–H4 were extracted from the PHA, while H5
nly appears in the final HA as it involves a component that was added to mitigate threats in the
HA. From the top of the table, in column “hazard”, a potential threat H1 could lie in dropped
essage due to a malfunction of the channel or the LTE network. The impact of this hazard may

e catastrophic if the message that is dropped carries critical information such as “area cannot be
reed due to trains expected to pass by”. As mitigation, communication should be protected through
 safe protocol (SSL/TLS itself is not enough) regulated by CENELEC EN50159 [ 3 ] that – amongst
ther characteristics – does not fail silent if a message is lost. Similarly, we have to be aware
hat WTB is a COTS tablet that is not built according to safety requirements. Therefore, the same
essage may be sent more than once (line H2 in Table 1 ) to LWS due to problems or congestion

n the network adapter of WTB. This may also have catastrophic consequences if the duplicated
essage is an old synoptic that was previously cached, which shows an area as excluded, i.e.,

isconnected and safe to go for the worker, despite it being connected and ready for train routing.
ere the adoption of a safe protocol is not enough even in the case of an EN50159-compliant [ 3 ]
 Note that mitigations to specific threats cannot be shared entirely due to non-disclosure agreements and to protect the 

ntellectual Property of the industrial partner (and funder) of this project. 
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Table 1. Items of the (Preliminary) Hazard and Risk Analysis of the RWD – HAZOP Methodology 

# Compo- 
nent(s) 

Function HAZOP 
Key 

Hazard Root 
Cause 

Consequences Likeli- 
hood 

Impact Risk Mitigation 

Preliminary Hazard Analysis 

H1 WTB, 
LWS 

Data 
exchange 
with LWS 

N
O

T
/N

O
 

Network 
packet/Message is 

dropped 

Channel 
Error 

A message is dropped. 
Possible loss of critical 

data or malfunctioning of 
procedure executed by the 

worker. 

P
ro

b
ab

le
 

C
at

as
tr

o
p

h
ic
 

In
to

le
ra

b
le
 Adoption of a Safe and 

Secure communication 
protocol, compliant to 

EN 50159 standard. 

H2 WTB, 
LWS 

Data 
exchange 
with LWS 

M
O

R
E
 

Message is repeated Tablet 
Error 

Could be shown old and 
erroneous information 
(e.g., because of data 

caching) about critical 
commands (e.g., exclusion 

of an area). 

R
ar

e 

C
at
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tr

o
p

h
ic
 

U
n

d
es

ir
a
b
le
 

Duplicated information 
about commands (e.g., 

timestamp, 
actuator/component 

involved) must be 
shown in a replicated 

channel. 

H3 WTB Command 
Request 

O
T

H
E

R
 
T

H
A

N
 

The worker selects a 
command, its 
execution get 
notified, but 

command actually 
not executed 

Malicious 
(Attack) 

Workers may take wrong 
decisions e.g., going to an 

area they think it is 
disconnected from the 

network, while it is not. 

P
ro

b
ab

le
 

C
at

as
tr

o
p

h
ic
 

In
to

le
ra

b
le
 

Feedbacks about 
execution or failure of a 

command should be 
reported through two 
diverse and isolated 

channels. 

H4 WTB Pressing 
Command 

Button on UI 

O
T

H
E

R
 
T

H
A

N
 

The worker presses 
the wrong button 

Worker 
Error 

The Worker input in the 
IMR System a command 
different from the one 

intended. O
cc

as
io

n
al
 

C
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o
p

h
ic
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b
le
 

Each command needs 
additional confirmation 

by using also a 
replicated channel. 

Final Hazard Analysis 

H5 WTB, 
WS 

Command 
Request 

O
T

H
E

R
 
T

H
A

N
 

The attacker 
compromises both 
personal devices of 
the worker at the 

same time 

Malicious 
(Attack) 

The attacker can act freely 
as a worker, asking for 

commands and confirming 
it through the both 

channels, with potentially 
catastrophic 

consequences. 

H
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h
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Not Needed: Tolerable 
risk. 
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rotocol able to defend also against repetition attacks. Consequently, we figured out that we have
o provide additional information to the worker (e.g., a timestamp to identify the “freshness” of
he image) both on the WTB and on a replicated channel, which may be another device such as
he personal smartphone of the worker. This mitigation would help also with the threat H3, which
s caused by an attacker that installs malware on the tablet to change the content of the feedback

essage from LWS to harm the worker. 
Similarly, it may happen that the touchscreen or the browser of the WTB do not function prop-

rly and send to the LWS the request of a command other than the one the worker wanted to
xecute. Also in this case, the usage of a replicated channel where LWS sends feedback by means
f a device different from WTB reduces the likelihood of this hazard, which becomes “Highly
mprobable” and results in a “Tolerable” risk. 

Implementing Mitigations. The most frequent mitigations require all safety-critical informa-
ion to be made redundant (e.g., relevant information in the synoptic will also appear as separate
ext in the webpages) for safety purposes, while a duplicated communication channel helps miti-
ating also security threats. To achieve these mitigations, we mimic an approach commonly used
n online banking that requires the worker to insert in the WTB a One-Time Password (OTP)

hey get from a different device (the Worker Smartphone WS ) to confirm the execution of a
ommand or for other critical actions, e.g., Login. This provides coverage against failures (even
alicious) of either WTB or WS devices: common mode failure/hacking still shows a Catastrophic

mpact in Table 1 (H5), but we consider the likelihood of this event to be Highly Improbable for
his system, making the overall risk as Tolerable. 
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Fig. 5. Final architecture of the RWD. Components that lie in non-safe or non-secure areas do not have to 

comply with safety or security requirements. 
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.4 System Architecture Specification 

he mitigations identified during (P)HA allowed devising the final System Architecture that is re-
orted in Figure 5 . The left part of the picture depicts components (CBI, LS) that: (i) are located in a
remise of the station whose access is severely controlled; (ii) are intrinsically safe as they are de-
igned, developed, verified and validated as SIL4, and (iii) can rely on secured (wired) connections
hat shield them from network threats. 

Instead, the right part of the picture represents devices and interconnections lying in a “non-
afe area”, where components are individually built without safety in mind. Therefore, they may
ndependently fail, or may be subject to attacks, which may also impact communication channels.
he non-safe region of Figure 5 embraces the global (web)server GS, the web server of the station

LWS), and two personal COTS devices available to the worker: a tablet (WTB) and a smartphone
WS). Indeed, GS and LWS are physically located in the station’s premises and protected by a
rewall to ensure security against network intrusions and therefore do not belong to the non-
ecure area. 

Finally, it is worth pointing out that each worker is responsible of mobile devices WTB and
S and they have to immediately notify the IT department of the railway manager if either of

he two devices is lost or unavailable. Insights on each of the six components of the RWD are
rovided below. 

4.4.1 Computer-Based Interlocking (CBI). The Computer-Based Interlocking manages all the
ctuators such as railway switches, semaphores or level crossings in a semi-automatic way. It
anages interlocking activities through SIL4 routines and control loops that periodically query

ll connected devices to check their state and (when possible) their health indicators. In the RWD
ystem, the CBI can be accessed only by LS through a wired point-to-point channel that is managed
hrough a safe [ 3 ] protocol. 

4.4.2 Local Server(LS). LS is a SIL4 component running a Real-Time Embedded operating sys-
em with cyclic tasks. This is necessary to correctly interact with CBIs, which typically rely upon
ard real-time OSs with cycles of either 350 or 500 milliseconds [ 40 ]. LS is in charge of: (i) man-
ging workers’ authentication (bridged by LWS); (ii) generating One Time Passwords through
seudo-RNG with a periodical refresh of the seed and performing their verification; (iii) checking
ACM Transactions on Cyber-Physical Systems, Vol. 7, No. 4, Article 25. Publication date: October 2023. 
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he applicability of the commands asked by workers and – if applicable - forward them to the CBI;
nd (iv) query the CBI to get the state of the physical devices to build the synoptic. Note that LS is
ot directly connected to the internet; instead, it has two separate point-to-point connections (see
igure 5 ) protected by a safe and secure protocol to interact with CBI and LWS. 

4.4.3 Local Web Server (LWS). LWS runs a commercial (i.e., Apache) webserver which exposes
he user interface of the RWD through webpages. Moreover, LWS acts as a proxy between LS and

TB and is in charge of (i) bridging requests and feedback of user commands requested by the
orker to LS and (ii) assembling web pages with information provided by LS and the synoptic,

o that they can be accessed by the worker through WTB. The LWS is physically located in the
remises of the station and protected by rigorous access control and a firewall to ensure security
gainst physical and cyber intrusions. Additionally, the communication between LWS and WTB
appens by means of a safe and secure protocol [ 3 ]. 

4.4.4 Global Server (GS). GS stores all information (e.g., IP addresses), needed to re-route work-
rs to specific LWS. Each station has its own LWS and WS; instead, the GS works as a unified entry
oint to the system that asks the worker for a first login and redirects them to the LWS of the sta-
ion they are interested in. GS hosts a web server that workers can use for a username-password
ogin which, if successful, enables the worker to be redirected to the LWS of a station and com-
lete login. The GS lies in the “Secure Area” in Figure 5 as it has security requirements (i.e., login
ctivities), but it is not considered an intrinsically safe component. 

4.4.5 Worker Smartphone (WS). WS is a COTS smartphone that shows a textual message re-
eived through a wireless LTE network. Whenever needed, LWS sends SMSs that contain different
nformation which include – but are not limited to – the name of the station, the requested com-

and, a timestamp (details in Section 5.3.2 ). 

4.4.6 Worker Tablet (W TB). W TB is a COTS tablet the worker uses to remotely access the RWD
hrough mobile network. The worker uses this COTS tablet in conjunction with the WS to (i)
rst navigate to the GS to be redirected to the correct LWS; (ii) authenticate to the LWS of the
tation the worker has to operate, and (iii) perform the actions needed for authorization, start, and
ecommission of a specific maintenance procedure. 

.5 Interactions between Synchronous and Asynchronous Components 

n a generic railway system, collisions between trains are avoided by never allowing more than one
rain to occupy a track segment at any time. Regardless of the specific protocol to avoid collisions,
hich is implemented in the CBI, those actions have strict hard-real-time requirements that need

o be fulfilled alongside with other safety requirements. Consequently, the RWD should have at
east a SIL4 component (the LS) equipped with a cyclic hard-real-time operating system. LS directly
nteracts with the CBI and with all the machinery required for compliance to the railway standards
henever needed. However, the WTB should be able to occupy a track segment asynchronously,
hen workers complete a maintenance request. 
This exposes the RWD system to a potential design issue: while the LWS and WTB communicate

hrough a client-server asynchronous paradigm, the LS, the CBI, and other railway actuators exe-
ute a cyclic and synchronous exchange of information and completion of tasks. As in Section 4.4.3 ,
he LWS is in charge of bridging communications between LWS and LS, where only the latter is
 cyclic synchronous system. Therefore, LWS implements a communication module that, every
ycle: 
• forwards to LS any request that was sent to LWS by WTB in the last cycle, if any; 
• sends an “I am alive” default message to LS if no request was received from the WTB. 
CM Transactions on Cyber-Physical Systems, Vol. 7, No. 4, Article 25. Publication date: October 2023. 
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Table 2. Summary of Communications Happening in the RWD Systems, and Protocols they Rely Upon 

Communica- 
tion 

Channel 
CENELEC 50159 

Network Cat. 

Physical 
Transmission 

Medium 

Application- 
Level 

Protocol Type Purpose 

CBI - LS Cat.1 Closed 
Transmission System 

Wired PVS Synch Communications of the 
RWD with the 

interlocking railway 
system 

LS - LWS Cat.1 Closed 
Transmission System 

Wired Custom over PVS Synch Exchange of requests 
and data to build 

webpages 

LWS - WTB Category 3 – Open 
Transmission System 

Wireless Custom over 
HTTPS 

Asynch Exposing webpages to 
the tablet 

WTB - GS Category 3 – Open 
Transmission System 

Wireless HTTPS Asynch Managing 
authentication of the 

user and routing to the 
correct LWS 

LWS - WS Category 3 – Open 
Transmission System 

Wireless HTTPS Asynch Sending OTPs to the WS 
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LS reads data from the network interface with LWS once every cycle and reacts accordingly.
hen the request from WTB is completed, LS sends a feedback to LWS, which updates the web-

age to be shown on the WTB. In case no information is received by LS for a few consecutive
ycles, the LS flags the communication channel with LWS as malfunctioning, and stops accept-
ng any request that may come from this channel until restoration. Importantly, the payload of
equests from LWS to LS complies to an application-level-protocol that specifies, among others
i) the ID of the worker and the WTB, (ii) the code of the request, and (iii) additional information
henever needed. Any request that does not comply with this protocol specification is discarded
efore being processed: exposing a restricted set of requests provides yet another mechanism to
uarantee that LS deals only with requests it is able to manage. 

 INSIGHTS ON SAFETY AND SECURITY MECHANISMS 

OTS devices as WTB and WS are not customized, rugged, or run with limited privileges and
herefore are affected by a multitude of threats. Consequently, interactions with other components
f RWD need to be strictly regulated to avoid unsafe behaviours or potential security breaches will
ot propagate to the system. The rest of this section provides insights on specific mechanisms we
evised to mitigate safety and security threats. 

.1 Communications between Components 

ommunications between components of the RWD should comply with different requirements:
herefore, different communication protocols are required for different channels (see Table 2 ). LWS
rovides data to WS through a regular LTE network, and then is accessed on the WS by using a
ommercial messaging app. WTB and GS communicate via a regular HTTPS (SSL/TLS) protocol
s no particular safety requirement involves the Global Server GS. 

All the other communications between components of the RWD should instead be carried out
hrough safe (and often secure) protocols [ 3 ]. Interactions between LS and LWS, as well as be-
ween LS and CBI, are managed through the Vital Standard Protocol ( Protocollo Vitale Standard

 P VS [ 9 ]). P VS is a lightweight protocol that stems from the Subset-037 of ERTMS ETCS Eurora-

io FIS [ 11 ] and Subset-098 of RBC-RBC Safe Communication Interface [ 10 ]. It adopts techniques
nd algorithms that have been identified among those highly recommended in EN50159 [ 3 ]. As
ACM Transactions on Cyber-Physical Systems, Vol. 7, No. 4, Article 25. Publication date: October 2023. 
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 consequence, this protocol is becoming a de-facto standard for safety-related communications be-

ween cyber-physical components in the Italian railways allowing interoperability of components
roduced by different manufacturers as Hitachi, Alstom and Bombardier. PVS [ 9 ] provides the
ession and Presentation OSI layers over a TCP/IP transport stack and provides defences against
ENELEC EN50159 [ 3 ] threats through mechanisms as sequence number, safety codes (extended
RC), cryptography (optional) through AES [ 12 ] and AES-CMAC [ 13 ], and a numerical counter

hat ensures “freshness” of the message called execution cycle. 
Instead, communications between LWS and WTB are regulated by a custom protocol which

rovides safety by custom handshaking upon the standard HTTP with SSL/TLS commonly used
or secured web communications. This custom protocol was deemed necessary since the PVS is
eant to manage cyclic communications and does not adequately fit the client-server paradigm

ehind web-pages. 

.2 Safety Mechanisms 

e list here safety mechanisms SaM1 to SaM6 that were employed to mitigate hazards alongside
ith measures to protect communications that we described in the previous section. Note that

ome of these mechanisms may also mitigate security threats. 

5.2.1 SaM1 – Redundancy and Device Duplication (WTB and WS). Redundancy is a design pat-
ern that is widely adopted when building safety-critical systems [ 41 ], even through diversity [ 42 ].

e apply redundancy by providing the worker with two personal COTS devices to execute com-
ands, handling redundant information which may help to understand ongoing malfunctions. For

xample, a worker may see a command “exclusion of area 15” on a device, and “inclusion of area
5” on the other, detecting a malfunction and stopping operations. 

5.2.2 SaM2 - Synchronization. After login, LS establishes a point-to-point connection with
TB through LWS. Then, we calculate and store the potential clock drift between LS and WTB to

e used as offset when producing timestamps to be sent through web pages. This avoids misinter-
retation of the “freshness” of the information (e.g., a synoptic) by the worker due to clock skew
etween LS and COTS devices, which may not rely on unified timings as NTP [ 43 ]. 

5.2.3 SaM3 – Static Webpages. Webpages generated by LWS using information received from
he LS are designed to be defined server-side (PHP), easy to interpret and avoid client-side scripting
i.e., JavaScript) aside from showing current time, to minimize potential hazards due to running
cripts on the potentially unsafe and insecure COTS tablets (WTB). 

5.2.4 SaM4 – Generation of Images. LS gets the state of physical devices through CBI and builds
he synoptic as a GIF/JPEG. Those images are then sent to LWS, which embeds them in the webpage
ith no further modifications. To mitigate some of the threats identified during HA, LS slightly
odifies such image under specific circumstances by watermarking [ 31 ] heterogeneous informa-

ion to be provided to the worker (details are not shared due to non-disclosure). Image generation is
ntirely performed by the SIL4 LS: therefore, the image is always generated safely, and its integrity
s preserved thanks to the safe communications between LS, LWS, and WTB. 

5.2.5 SaM5 – Command Filtering and Applicability Check. Once a worker selects a given area
r actuator on the web app, the LS (through LWS) provides the worker with a list of applica-
le commands. Applicable commands are filtered by the LS according to the current state of the
rea/actuator: for example, it is not possible to disconnect a railway switch when it is already dis-
onnected. Such filtering prevents the worker to ask for inapplicable commands. Nevertheless, the
CM Transactions on Cyber-Physical Systems, Vol. 7, No. 4, Article 25. Publication date: October 2023. 
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pplicability of commands is always cross-checked by CBI before actuation, which prevents the
xecution of malformed or non-valid commands and guarantees safety of those operations. 

5.2.6 SaM6 – Revert Commands. Commands can be reverted (e.g., re-connecting an area that
as previously disconnected) only by the worker that requested it at a first stage or by the station
anager in the control room. This denies a worker to re-connect an area that was previously

isconnected by another worker, who may still be acting there. 

.3 Security Mechanisms 

e report here the security mechanisms of the RWD that pair and synergize with the safety mech-
nisms and the communication protocols discussed above. 

5.3.1 SeM1 - Authentication. The worker should first authenticate to the RWD through a
wo-step process. First, the worker accesses GS, which asks a login with something the worker
nows : a username and a password. This enables the worker to choose a station in which they
re authorized to operate. Then, the worker is automatically redirected to the LWS of the specific
tation, where they have to provide an OTP to complete login. Such OTP is generated by LS and
ent to the WS through LWS. Workers’ credentials and the phone number of the WS are stored in
he LS, allowing authentication to be entirely conducted server-side, delegating all these critical
ctions to the SIL4 LS. 

5.3.2 SeM2 - OTP. Login or command requests have to be confirmed using a One-Time-
assword. In those cases, the LS (i) generates an OTP through a state-of-the-art Pseudo-Random
umber Generator, (ii) associates the OTP to the ID of the worker who requested the operation
nd, at the same time, (iii) builds a message containing the OTP and supporting information (de-
ails are not shared due to non-disclosure), and (iv) forwards the message to LWS alongside with
 phone number, to allow the LWS to send such message to the WS as SMS. After the worker
ypes such OTP, (v) WTB forwards such OTP to LWS and LS, allowing the latter to (vi) verify the
ompliance of the OTP typed by the worker with the one that was generated at step (i). Similarly,
o SeM1, critical tasks such as generating and checking OTP are demanded to the SIL4 LS. 

5.3.3 SeM3 – Command Feedback. When a command is correctly executed by the CBI, the LS
repares an updated GIF of the synoptic in which additional information is watermarked at random
oordinates without overlapping with existing information in the image. The updated synoptic is
ent to the WTB, and a message is simultaneously sent to the WS, allowing the worker to check
ompliance of those two items. Instead, if the command is not executed, LS transmits to the WTB
 synoptic that does not contain additional information, and LS does not transmit anything to the
S. If the worker does not get any message on WS, he can assume that the command was not

xecuted, even if malfunctions happen on WTB. 

 MAINTAINANCE PROCEDURE WITH RWD 

he RWD calls for an update of the current maintenance procedure we describe below with the
elp of Figure 6 , Figure 7 , Figure 8 , and Figure 9 and with a sequence diagram in Figure 10 that
etails the execution of a generic command. 

.1 Login and Station Selection 

he worker performing maintenance on a station first connects with GS through WTB. The Global
erver asks for login credentials (SeM1, Figure 6 ), allows the choice of the station, and redirects to
he specific LWS (Station_1 in Figure 7 ) which completes the login asking for an OTP (SeM1, SeM2).

Once the address of the LWS is retrieved by GS, the WTB establishes a direct connection with
he LWS performing the initial handshake needed for the safe and secure protocol and for clock
ACM Transactions on Cyber-Physical Systems, Vol. 7, No. 4, Article 25. Publication date: October 2023. 
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Fig. 6. Login page of the GS asking for User- 

name and Password. 

Fig. 7. Login page of the LWS, which com- 

pletes the two-step login initiated by GS. It is 

completed by inserting the OTP the worker re- 

ceives on the WS. 

Fig. 8. Execution of a command: step 1 –

selection of railway switch DV 012. 

Fig. 9. Execution of a command: step 3,4 – ex- 

clusion. (disconnection) of railway switch DV 
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ynchronization (SaM2). If different workers operate in different areas of the same station simulta-
eously, each worker will have his own WTB connected with a dedicated point-to-point channel
o LWS. 

.2 Check the Synoptic 

nce the worker is authenticated to the LWS, he may want to query the synoptic of the station,
sk for planned train routing and review planned maintenance operations. When LS grants login
o the worker, it gathers data about the state of physical components of the station through CBI,
ssembles the required information, and sends the image (plus textual information about specific
omponents, whenever applicable - SaM1) back to LWS, which delivers it to the worker through
 webpage (SaM3). 

.3 Execution of Commands 

nce logged in, the worker may ask to remotely execute commands. Let com be a command the
orker wants to execute, e.g., temporarily disconnect an area from the railway network. The pro-

edure to execute the command com, shown as sequence diagram in Figure 10 , is orchestrated as
ollows: 

(1) The worker selects an area or an actuator category (e.g., railway switch). Then he selects
the specific area/actuator (e.g., railway switch DV 012) from a dropdown list; this shows
(Figure 8 ) the portion of the synoptic focusing on the chosen actuator alongside with
available commands (SaM5). To execute the command com the worker presses the “com”
button that is shown in the middle of the page. 

(2) LS receives the command. 
CM Transactions on Cyber-Physical Systems, Vol. 7, No. 4, Article 25. Publication date: October 2023. 
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Fig. 10. Sequence diagram to execute a command < com > . Numbers match bullets in Section 6.3 . 
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(3) LS replies via LWS: (i) to the WTB: an updated synoptic showing the area/actuator and the
received command (SaM1, SaM4), and (ii) to the WS: an OTP plus additional information
about the requested command (SeM2, Figure 9 ). 

(4) The worker types the OTP received on WS in the WTB after checking compliance of
additional information to confirm the command com . 

(5) The OTP is received by LWS and forwarded to LS. After successfully verifying the validity
of the OTP, LS (i) forwards the command to the CBI for actuation, and (ii) stores the
requested command (and the feedback the CBI gives) in its internal storage for logging
purposes. 

(6) Then, LS prepares a feedback to the worker (SeM3), which is delivered through LWS.
The worker may be asked to execute additional actions to confirm they correctly got the
feedback, which helps mitigate specific threats. 

(7) Ultimately, the RWD shows a webpage (similar to Figure 8 ) that contains an updated syn-
optic and potentially allows requesting other commands. 

Various commands can be sent by the workers according to the same procedure, either if they
ant to re-connect the area that was previously disconnected, or if they want to disconnect a new
ne for the sake of maintenance. Note that once a worker asked for disconnection of an area or an

ctuator, only that specific worker will be able to reconnect it (SaM6), avoiding critical personal safety

roblems . 
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 VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION ACTIVITIES 

hen developing a railway system, each phase of the development lifecycle must be conducted
n compliance with CENELEC standards [ 3 , 7 , 8 , 21 ]. Among these, EN50128 [ 8 ] specifies a set of
uidelines that shall be followed for safety-related software. This translates for example into the
doption of adequate code quality metrics [ 32 , 35 ], and coding standards (e.g., MISRA C [ 4 ], widely
dopted in the safety-critical domain), as well as the selection and the execution of the proper
erification and Validation (V&V) activities. The EN50128 standard sets up best practices to
e adopted to comply with a given SIL, even letting the system architect choose amongst many
lternatives depending on their expertise or specific project requirements. 

Specifically, V&V techniques [ 8 ] selected for the RWD are: (i) Dynamic Analysis and Testing ,
pplied according to principles Test Cases Boundary Value Analysis and Equivalence Classes and

nput Partition Testing ; (ii) Functional/black box testing , performed to check the satisfaction of all
he functional, safety and security requirements; (iii) Traceability , carried out through the filling of
raceability matrixes to provide an immediate mapping between test case and requirement under
est; (iv) Test Coverage , verified according to criteria statement and compound condition and, finally,
v) Static Analysis , performed through the use of software tool Polyspace [ 33 ], to verify the com-
liance of the source code with selected coding standard and metrics. Such activities have been
erformed for the LS. Other components LWS, WTB, GS, and WS instead follow specific SIL0 V&V
ctivities, which include a subset of those mentioned above. Given the heterogeneity of the system
omponents, different testing environments have been set up for verification and validation pur-
oses. In particular, we used an ARM board equipped with the FreeRTOS [ 39 ] real-time operating
ystem for the LS, Linux machines for GS and LWS, and Android devices for WTB and WS. 

V&V activities, alongside system concept, architecture, and hazard analyses are currently been
sed to develop a safety case , which reports the compliance of the system to the selected cod-

ng standard and metrics, demonstrates the satisfaction of each requirement, and contains a user
anual which describes how to deploy and use the RWD system in its operational environment. 

 CONCLUSIONS AND ONGOING WORKS 

his paper presented a Remote Worker Dashboard (RWD) to enhance current maintenance of rail-
ay infrastructures. RWD allows reducing maintenance time, minimizing delays on train sched-
le, and increasing safety of track-side workers. The RWD will support workers in managing
aintenance operations through safe and secure interaction with the existing Computer-Based

nterlocking. Workers can take advantage of personal COTS mobile devices to interact with the
ystem, with clear advantages in terms of safety and time needed to fulfil operations. 

To the best of our knowledge, RWD is the first cyber-physical railway system that embeds
OTS mobile devices as tablets and smartphones without requiring rugged hardware or special
onfigurations thanks to a consistent and coordinated system engineering effort of both the system
wner and the consultants. 

We described the current maintenance procedures, motivating the need of an RWD to reduce
ime needed for such operations and to optimize the overall movements of track-side workers
n the station. After recalling key items of the applicable CENELEC standards, we reported on
he concept, the definition, the hazard analysis, and the final architecture of the RWD system
roviding insights about the most relevant safety and security-related aspects that allowed RWD
o be certified as a SIL4-compliant system regarding the first four phases of the CENELEC lifecycle
 21 ]. 

Current works are directed to complete the implementation and V&V of the system, which is
urrently targeting the LS component. Other components as the webserver LWS and all connected
CM Transactions on Cyber-Physical Systems, Vol. 7, No. 4, Article 25. Publication date: October 2023. 
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evices were already exercised together and proposed to a group of track-side workers, who pro-
ided interesting feedbacks about usability without raising concerns regarding safety and/or avail-
bility of the RWD system as a whole. Once implementation, verification, and validation are com-
leted, we will come back to the certification body to complete the assessment which is mandatory
o install the RWD in Italian stations. 
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